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ABSTRACT
World is shrinking these days to the emergence of Technical tools and applications like social media, emails, electronic gadgets, electronic scheduling cellular phones all these are replacing the old paper system in the industry, business and routine work. Therefore the use of electronic movable gadgets is increasing day by day. The issue of alteration of input data in a system, unauthorized use of the system, misuse of the reports generated by the information system, deletion of data from the information system and modification of data by the unauthorized user creates ethical challenges for the implementer as well as for the organizations also. The integrity of The ERP information system can be managed and maintained by the proper use of ethical code and conduct being designed by the ERP consultant/vendor during the post and pre implementation. Companies are implementing ERP solution to improve the global operation and due to this the companies are facing the above difficulties in a single and multiple locations in world wide. However very little research have been conducted on this issue in the cement industries, this research paper provide the insight into improper use and understanding of ERP in cement industry which is creating in potential ethical challenges in this industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Information technology and various knowledge systems designed around its artifacts have powerful sound effects on people, each within their personal life and in the geographical point. As professionals and users, we must always use moral principles and codes of ethics to avoid and forestall hurtful effects of technology. Info ethics is that the application of moral theories to the event and use of data systems. The principal info ethical problems are access, copying, privacy, accuracy, property (in specific, the intangible intellectual property), and, moral selections within the information-related domains are created by distinctive the problems concerned and applying moral theories—classified as consequentialist and deontological—in the decision-making method.

Ethics has been a growing concern within the Information Systems (IS) community for years. as the number of user is increasing day by day of authors of different type, academics and practitioner, have encouraged IT professionals to “do the correct thing” when it comes to the ethics of information and technology. This on going debate often examines issues such as “adware,” virus, spams, malware; “spyware,” file sharing without concern, and pornography in the official workplace even though, very little concentration is provided towards basic ethical collision of information systems and its related technology. The Information System enabled redeployment of power within an organization. Therefore Implementing an ERP causes massive change that needs to be carefully managed to reap the benefits of an ERP solution.

Essential issues that have to be carefully considered to ensure a hit implementation encompass commitment from top control, reengineering of the existing methods, integration of the ERP with other business records structures, choice and management of experts and personnel, and training of employees on the new gadget.

An ERP gadget can be concept of as a companywide records device that integrates all elements of a business. It promises one database, one software, and a unified interface across the whole business enterprise.

Even in a single words, enforcing ERP way "Early Retirement in all likelihood." An ERP package is so complicated and giant that it takes years and years and tens of millions of greenbacks to roll it out. It also calls for many a long way-flung outposts of a agency to observe exactly the equal business procedures. In truth, imposing any incorporated ERP answer is not as a good deal a technological exercise but an "organizational revolution." giant preparation earlier than implementation is the important thing to achievement. Implementations
accomplished with out endurance and cautious making plans will turn out to be company root canals, no longer aggressive benefit. several troubles should be addressed whilst managing a giant ERP machine, the subsequent are the key component identified which plays the important thing roles in ERP implementation in addition to set the instructions for the Ethics function in organizations.

1. Stage of dedication by way of pinnacle management
2. Reengineering in the corporation
3. Technique Integration at work region.
4. Role and choice of ERP specialists
5. ERP Implementation Time
6. Cost of Implementation
7. Selecting the right personnel for the method
8. Worker Morale

II. ETHICS

The word is largely derived from Greek and Latin phrases “Ethos” and “mores” in which the that means lies individual and customs. while both the phrase combined to outline how the individuals decide to speak with every other. it is able to be defined “ what is right for the man or woman and how it's far emerged in society it tries to establish the character of obligations with every other.

Although law regularly embodies ethical principals, law and ethics are a ways from co-huge. Many acts that might be widely condemned as unethical are not prohibited via regulation -- mendacity or betraying the confidence of a chum, maximum professions have extraordinarily specific and enforceable codes for his or her respective memberships. In some cases those are spoken of as "professional ethics," or in the case of law, "prison ethics." In global diverse international locations having the associations of ethics as in keeping with the career like the yank medical affiliation has the ideas of medical Ethics and the american Bar association they have their e version policies of professional conduct. other professions with codes include dentistry, social paintings, training, authorities carrier, engineering, journalism, real property, advertising, architecture, banking, coverage, and human assets control. some of these codes were incorporated into the general public law. All are probable to have a few impact on judgments approximately expert behavior in litigation. generally, failure to comply with a code of expert ethics can also result in expulsion from the profession or a few lesser sanction.

III. ENERGY OF DISTRIBUTION

The distribution of electricity in facts structures creates is an moral trouble. electricity is often discussed in phrases of 1 individual’s or organization’s ability to influence another individual’s or institution’s conduct. hence, every time one character or organization influences a trade in conduct in another individual or organization, that have an impact on can be regarded as an act of electricity. Such sporting activities in energy are inherently weighted down with ethical implications. very few could argue that this exercising of power became primarily based on good enough ethical consideration. Many enterprise and IS professionals, but, find the ethical implications of IS decisions less apparent.

It is definitely plenty less complicated to identify the ethical implications of off-stability-sheet endeavors than to locate the moral implications of facts machine, like in enterprise useful resource planning (ERP) implementation. Many could argue that generation is, in itself, cost-impartial. according to this dispute, the technology is truely a fee-impartial device bereft of ethical implications.

Technology has no value in-and-of itself—moral or in any other case. What offers technology price is its utility to cope with business troubles and transform corporations, this is, to redistribution of facts and consequently energy at some point of an corporation. consequently, the implementation of statistics era calls for critical reflection approximately the moral distribution of strength.

Lynne Markus in a article describes how a centralized accounting gadget elicited large consumer resistance precisely due to its impact at the energy systems of a company. by means of centralizing the accounting gadget, control was hoping to create new efficiencies, lessen hard work expenses, and create a not unusual economic photograph throughout the company. give up users, but, read between the lines of this justification and believed that the centralized system became in reality an try by way of control to consolidate extra power at headquarters. Word that the technology itself—a combination of hardware and software for tracking financial records—may additionally argued were cost-impartial. however, its software was no longer viewed as value-impartial by using stop customers because it seemed to take power from them while increasing the power of centralized control.

In practice, statistics systems are inherently weighted down with values and accordingly are ethically charged. that doesn't imply they're “awful” or “evil” or “unjust.” It does, but, necessitate mirrored image earlier than imposing such systems.

IV. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS WHEN IMPLEMENTING ERP

Mirrored image on the ethical implications of implementing an ERP device entails answering various questions throughout the implementation. To get the achievement rate excessive in this regard as a minimum four type of wonderful questions to be taken care regarding the energy gain, get entry to, control and who's going to be benefited without delay or indirectly. except those who
is going to loss strength from r from the existing gadget whilst a new stepped forward machine is carried out, who's going to loses the capability to view, manipulate, or manage get right of entry to to relevant facts.

Consequently the both matters must be taken care a from the angle of all organizations above—people who benefit and people who lose control of information because of the brand new device. people who stand to gain electricity from the system will often solution this question with responses consisting of “extended efficiency,” “decreased cycle-times,” or “extra user-pleasant structures.” however, folks that stand to lose power may additionally have a totally exceptional view of the meant effects of a machine .this one is in reality the hardest to answer, but in many ways, it is the maximum critical question. viable solutions may include both outcomes whether it's far flexibility for more reaction to business questions viable solutions may include both outcomes whether it's far flexibility for more reaction to business adjustments and which creates concerned relationships between executives and line managers concerning the proportion of information and the misuse of information , even it goes to theft of statistics.

Just to keep away from or to secure guard the ERP affords a code of conduct to use the facts gadget in a proper manner this corporate Code of Ethics may be regarded as the main device to institutionalise ethics inside companies through the ERP. This states the rights, responsibilities and duties of the employer in the direction of all its employees and stakeholders. It essentially consists of behaviour concepts and rules of conduct raising the specification of behaviour concepts and rules of conduct for members of the profession. The Code of Ethics expresses the "perfect expert settlement" among the organisation and its employees, which places into exercise, via principles and rules of conduct, the ethical standards for balancing stakeholders' expectations and pastimes. for this reason the Code of Ethics is both a governance tool for the business enterprise's relations with its stakeholders and a strategic management device because it offers guidance for choice-making.

The code represents the corporation's constitutional constitution, a "constitution of ethical rights and responsibilities" that defines the duties of each player within the corporation, mentioning the moral concepts and regulations of conduct thru which the principles are positioned into exercise, guiding character behaviour;

A very good Code of Ethics in business enterprise is usually characterised via the presence of implementation mechanisms and its techniques associated with it. these consist of sports that the organization desires to installation (or revise) so one can aid the diffusion and know-how of the code, to foster the sharing of values and policies of behaviour, and to reveal the effective implementation of the code and manage its periodic review.

The methodologies we apply in the development method encompass management interviews across the numerous features and levels of the enterprise, attention companies with decided on stakeholders, and workshops with inner operating corporations to examine 'vital issues' and intricate values, guidelines and standards of conduct addressing them. We approach the whole system of developing Codes of Ethics as an opportunity for organisational studying and alternate.

V. CONCLUSION

Since Ethics include moral choices of individuals in relation to other professional standards of acceptable behavior and rules for members of the profession. Therefore the issue is like such as monitoring of electronic information and access to information, privacy and mishandling of data and international aspects. All of these being broaden to digital networks, digital databases and, in particular, geographic information systems. To look after all these requires a bit 'different ethical decisions. Although ERP information systems may be objectively value-neutral, their implementation within a social setting is necessarily burdened with ethical implications because these ERP systems reorganize the flow and control of data with respect to information—and thus control —within the boundaries of association. New technology can have far-reaching and sometimes hard to forecast implications for organisations that adopts such systems. ERP and concern business authorities will have prudence into the likely morale inference of an ERP implementation and may therefore have the opportunity to address possible ethical concerns before hand to increase the accomplishment of an ERP implementation.
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